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Some background

● Met Office Unified Model
○ Seamless model operational 

across scales for climate and 
nwp
I.e., dx = 1 to 100km, dt = 1 to 30 minutes

○ Recently moved all operational models to use 
‘ENDGame’ dynamical core (previous dynamical core 
called ‘New Dynamics’)

○ Globally operates on a lat-long grid and is SISL with 
continual development of physics packages 



ENDGame

• Enjoys better stability and 
accuracy than ‘New 
Dynamics’, but crucially 
also more scalable.

• Future scenarios for exascale 
suggest we still have some life 
Left, but this will run out. 

2448 Broadwell nodes = 88128 cores
2(3) Open MP threads (no OSC)
2448 nodes 1.78 ✕ slower (~56%eff)
c.f. 204 nodes



The finger of blame



• GungHo project initiated to investigate solutions to 
this problem

• Decision to build a new dynamical core (GungHo)

• Also a major software redesign with a new software 
philosophy(LFRic)
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LFRic and PSyclone



LFRic
● Met Office project to implement the software (new code 

from scratch) following the recommendations of GungHo

● A principle of ‘separation of concerns’ is sought, i.e. 
science code and computational directives should be 
independent.

● Current implementation exploits the data structures 
(column innermost) to obtain cache re-use.

● This may be a problem for physics codes, which 
currently enjoy the benefits of vector throughput (row 
innermost).



Separation of concerns 
PSyclone

Dynamics and 
Physics ‘kernels’ sit 
here

High level control 
structures, calls 
to kernels etc.

Map between high level (global) 
view to local arrays for kernels.
Includes machine specific 
optimisations



Example PSyclone code



Example PSyclone code



PSyclone: It works!

MPI 3456 cores

OpenMP 
threading



GungHo



GungHo
● Probably cubed-sphere (almost 

Certainly quads)

● Maintain contemporary UM physics 
codes.

● FV transport (COSMIC/Lin-Rood)

● Mixed Finite Elements for Dynamical core.



Finite Elements
● Fields are represented using a polynomial basis 

with a chosen number of degrees of freedom 
● Some fields are continuous and some are 

discontinuous between neighbouring elements



Finite Elements

● Mimetic properties are 
achieved by appropriate 
choice of function space 
(continuity and polynomial 
order) for different fields

● At lowest order this is 
analogous to well known 
finite difference grid 
staggering



But we want to keep
Finite Difference physics...



Need to communicate between discontinuous physics field and 
smooth dynamics...
Ideally want to satisfy the following:

1. ndfdynamics = ndfphysics

2. Conservation, i.e. we don’t lose or gain mass or energy 
through the mapping

3. Monotonicity, i.e. we don’t generate new maxima or 
minima

4. Reversible, i.e. if we map to physics/dynamics fields 
and back again without any physics/dynamics sources, 
then we should retrieve the field we started with.

What to do with physics? 



What to do with physics? 
Meshes
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What to do with physics? 
But how do we map across?

Possible choices are:
● Projection (L2 minimization):  Not monotonic, not 

conservative, not reversible 

● Sampling or interpolation onto the nodes: 
Reversible, but not monotonic, not conservative



What to do with physics? 
An alternative??

● Recall, Lagrange polynomials...



What to do with physics? 
An Alternative??

● Change basis to use Bernstein polynomials



Bernstein properties



What to do with physics? 
But how do we map across?

Possible choices are:
● Associating physics values with nodal values of a 

Bernstein basis gives all the properties we require.

● What’s more - there is no computation involved, i.e. 
the mapping costs nothing! 



Summary
1. New software - separation of concerns
2. PSYclone - automatic parallel code 

generation
3. Dycore - using Mixed Finite Elements on 

unstructured mesh
4. We want to maintain the same physics codes 

from the Unified Model when we go 
operational in 202X.

5. Need mappings between FV/FD and FE

6. Also need to consider time-splitting 
approaches

7. Aim to implement nightly test of accuracy and 
perturbation error growth

8. Bring in new science from ParaCon and other 
physics developments.



Questions?



Extra slides



What to do with physics? 
Practicalities

● Aim 1: Assess impacts of physics sources on dycore 
choices - idealized or static UM codes.

● Aim 2: Enable build of LFRic using single source physics 
routines (in the UM code base)

● Aim 3: Consider computational aspects - data layout for 
physics, kernel granularity etc.  Modify UM codes where 
possible

● Necessity 4: Diverge codes and maintain separate 
sources with the same underlying science.


